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MUSICAL  REFERENCES IN THE AWAKENING: KATE CHOPIN – A STIMULUS FOR IBDP STUDENTS. 

 

In your exam you may well be asked to look at types of imagery, particularly sensory imagery.  This 

paper addresses one particular thread of Chopin’s The Awakening which separates it from many of 

the texts you have read. 

Music does not feature greatly in any of your texts in Part 1.  Indeed music, when it is used is often 

unspecific and used to generate a general mood rather than being so specifically channelled.  In The 

Awakening, Chopin has chosen carefully and included the reader in the game of charting Edna’s 

awakening.  The music develops the sense of impetus that Edna requires and key moments of the 

novella. 

In chapter one we are introduced to the curious world of Grand Isle – isolated and introspective – 

and sounds dominate the sensory palette.  The parrot shouts roughly and in a foreign tongue 

perhaps suggesting the trapped Edna who can not find the correct way to express herself yet and all 

around there is animated conversation.  In the background the Farival twins are playing Zampa and 

the suggestion begins.  Zampa, by Herold, is a19th century light opera with often banalp music 

(though pleasant) and is very much the sort of piece liable to be considered as art by the majority of 

those present.  If we allow ourselves to believe that Chopin uses music to suggest depth of feeling 

and, in time, truth of perception of feeling, then this piece, which wil appear again and again ties in 

with the shallowness evident at the start of the novel.  It is important to notice, however, that the 

plot is relevant to our tale:  Zampa is a pirate who eventually gets the girl.  Themes of the novella – 

love affairs, magic, the sea – are here being played out at an essentially simple level by the twins.  

Edna may not respond to the music, but the suggestion that her development will involve sexual and 

moral “liberation” is being made clear.  When later in the same chapter they play Poet and Peasant, 

the same point is made.  The plot is an irrelevant mass of froth - love that challenges the laws of 

society given a Viennese whirl in the telling. 

It is only when Mlle Reisz is introduced that the fun starts.  Edna is described as engaging with music 

in the past in a rather one dimensional way – “solitude” – but when Reisz plays for her it is a clear 

invitation for Edna to act.  The swimming escapade in Chapter 6 precedes this recital and we must be 

aware that Robert, when he suggests Mlle Reisz playing is fully aware of the unsettled state that 

Edna is on after her quasi-orgasmic experience in the sea.  At the recital the parrot is used as a critic 

as the twins indulge the shallow emotions of operetta.  

 Edna’s lack of intuition, at this stage, is highlighted by her in ability to relate to Reisz’z music in any 

way other than her simple naming –notice that her figure in solitude is a naked man, caught in a 

typically Romantic pose suggesting some amount of subconscious will to “awaken”- and she is cast 

into confusion by the playing of Chopin- the 24th Prelude.  The choice is apposite (if slightly twee) 

since Chopin is such a powerfully Romantic figure – a tragic love affair, an untimely death and most 

frightening to society, the man who allowed such pourings of emotion to be taken into the privacy of 

the salon or boudoir and out of the formal concert hall.  Edna’s reaction is physical and quite violent 

and the emotions are clearly linked with the physical sensation of the sea..  The Awakening has 
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begun in earnest.  The recital is followed by general admiration for Edna as she swims far out to sea, 

further than ever before, only to be brought back to reality by Leonce’s somewhat cruel response to 

her seeking of affirmation. 

Time passes and the novella shows Edna developing emotionally, prompted by Mlle Reisz until 

eventually she pays a visit to the gnome-like pianist.  She not only finds a letter form Robert, but 

receives another pianistic instruction whilst she reads.  Chopin is clear here and the choice of music 

goes some way to explaining Edna’s eventual suicide decision. 

The scene in chapter 21 has the troubled Edna being seduced by music as thoroughly as she was by 

the sound of the sea.  A Chopin Impromptu merges into the Liebestod from Tristan und Isolde.  

Chopin’s choice needs explaining though the message is clear.  Wagner’s Schopenhauer-influenced 

tale of betrayal, love, passion and eventual death/suicide was a scandalous work in polite society.  

No doubt Chopin is presenting it to the 19th Century Grandes Dames of society for precisely this 

reason.  The opera exudes sexual desire in its musical language from the very opening.  For Edna, she 

is being shown her eventual fate.  We should be clear that Schopenhauer, who influenced Wagner at 

the time of composition believed that the world is fundamentally what humans recognize in 

themselves as their will. His analysis of will led him to the conclusion that emotional, physical, and 

sexual desires can never be fulfilled.   Isolde will, at the end of act 3, sing her soul to death over the 

body of her dead lover.  Wagner finally allows the music to achieve the climax suggested and circled 

around for over 4 hours as the heroine dies – the release coinciding with death and the consequent 

linking with the idea of the petit-mort or familiar use of death and dying as a euphemistic sexual 

coinage throughout Shakespeare.  In this novel, Edna seems to be approaching such a release 

throughout the passage of time, even through her somewhat masculine affair with Arobin.  Once we 

are aware of the message of the Wagner – that she will achieve her Awakening but die in the 

attempt, the final chapter can be seen as foreshadowed clearly in this event. 

There is more music in the novella, we should not overlook the power of “si tu savais”, the invented 

folk song which focuses on the omniscience of all but the listener,  or the beautifully catty comment 

on the manner of Miss  Highcamp playing Grieg, but these are incidental – general emotion in the 

background and not containing the specificity of the Reisz recitals. 

Have fun with this text! 

 

Here are some links to the music discussed: 

 

<strong>Zampa</strong>:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYG1iQoil8w  

<strong>Poet and Peasant</strong>: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XBlN3ISdF8&amp;feature=related  

neither of these are piano duet versions.  They do exist and are pretty dire, which might make a 

good point about the twins' playing, but I thought you might want to listen to them! 
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<strong>Chopin 24th prelude</strong>: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=weNs4NuhJ0g 

<strong>Chopin 4th Impromptu</strong>: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x93pwAvUkAA&amp;feature=related  

<strong>Isolde Liebestod</strong>: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8enypX74hU&amp;feature=related 

There are endless arguments about performances of this section of an enormous work.  I like 

Stemme here.  She looks not dissimilar to the Edna image and seems genuinely engaged.  I 

remember working with her in Köln in the 90s.  I bet she doesn't remember me! 


